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ABSTRACT 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Parkinson’s disease (PD) are the two most common 

neurodegenerative diseases with rates increasing along with the ageing global population. Despite 

best efforts, we still do not understand the etiopathogenesis of these diseases and there are no 

effective disease-modifying treatments. Cognitive deficiencies or motor complications that emerge 

during AD and PD are thought to be the result of the accumulation of misfolded, aggregate-prone 

proteins, such as amyloid-β (Aβ) and tau or α-synuclein (α-syn), respectively. Growing evidence 

suggests that prefibrillar oligomers of Aβ and α-syn (oAβ and oα-syn) are key contributors to the 

progression of these diseases. The progressive accumulation of these proteins leads to a gradual 

spread of pathology throughout interconnected brain regions, but the mechanisms by which this 

spreading occurs are still largely unknown. 

Neuroinflammation has been recognised as an important contributor to neurodegenerative disease. 

It is hypothesised that a pro-inflammatory environment initiated by the innate immune system, 

either through activation from Aβ itself or indirectly through neuronal injury signals in AD. These 

phenomena are thought to either cause or accelerate AD, such that an anti-inflammatory approach 

may be neuroprotective. In paper I, we investigated whether different inflammatory environments 

affected the transfer of oAβ between neuron-like cells, in addition to investigating inter- and 

intracellular protein changes. This study demonstrated that an anti-inflammatory environment 

reduces the transfer of oAβ between cells. We also provide evidence that these cells begin to take 

on the “phenotype” of the inflammatory milieu, while also demonstrating that the expression 

profile of endosomal/lysosomal and protein trafficking proteins is altered during these conditions. 

Small extracellular vesicles called exosomes, which are key players in cell to cell communication, 

have been proposed to play an influential role in spreading neurodegenerative proteins between 

cells. Exosomes are small membranous vesicles that are formed by the inward budding of 

multivesicular bodies (MVBs). These MVBs can then merge with the plasma membrane to be 

released into the extracellular environment as vesicles, which serve as vehicles for transferring 

proteins, lipids, and mRNAs between cells. 

The ESCRT-dependent pathway is the most understood mechanism underlying exosome 

biogenesis. However, exosomes can also be formed through ESCRT-independent pathways, 

including through the hydrolysis of sphingomyelin by neutral sphingomyelinase 2 (nSMase2), 

which produces ceramide. Paper II investigated whether exosomes formed through an ESCRT-

independent pathway plays a significant role in the transfer of oα-syn between neuron-like cells. 

As oxidative stress is a common feature in PD brains, which in turn dysregulates nSMase2 activity, 

we also tested our model under hypoxic conditions. Inhibition of nSMase2 significantly reduced 

the transfer of oα-syn between cells but also resulted in decreased α-syn aggregation. Hypoxia did 

not influence oα-syn transfer, however, it significantly dysregulated the sphingolipid composition, 

which may be important for α-syn binding to exosomes and exosome communication.  

During AD and PD, there is a noted reduction in the effectiveness of autophagy, a process critical 

to cellular proteostasis. Recent studies have uncovered shared regulatory mechanisms of exosome 
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biogenesis and autophagy, suggesting that they are closely linked. Previous findings have shown 

that inhibition of autophagy in AD mice mediates Aβ trafficking through altering the secretion of 

Aβ in MVBs. To further study this effect, we investigated the interplay between autophagy and 

exosome secretion using ATG7 knock-out x APPNL-F knock-in AD mice in paper III. These 

autophagy-deficient AD mice had a reduced extracellular Aβ plaque load, but increased 

intracellular Aβ, which was found to be assembled into higher-ordered assemblies. While 

exosomal secretion was dysregulated in these mice, the amount of Aβ packaged into the exosomes 

was unchanged.  

Lastly, one of the biggest challenges in developing effective treatments for AD is the lack of early 

diagnosis of living patients. As the connection between exosomes and the spread of 

neurodegenerative proteins is still relatively new, there remains a diagnostic potential to be 

explored with exosomes. Paper IV aimed to develop a new diagnostic assay to detect oAβ in 

exosomes isolated from human cerebrospinal fluid. Although exosomal oAβ was readily detected 

in some of these samples, the assay’s sensitivity requires additional optimisation before it can be 

further validated for the clinic.  

In summary, the studies presented in this thesis have furthered our understanding of how 

inflammation, autophagy, and exosomes contribute to the intercellular transmission of AD and PD 

associated proteins. We have shown that an anti-inflammatory approach may slow down the 

progression of AD through reducing the transfer of oAβ between cells. We also provide novel 

findings relating to the biogenesis of exosomes, which in turn affected the ability of exosomes to 

transmit neurodegenerative proteins between cells, and their association with autophagic 

processes. Finally, we have investigated the feasibility of exosomes as an early AD diagnostic 

marker. This work has helped to elucidate some of the mechanisms underlying the progression of 

neurodegenerative diseases, which may be useful targets for the investigation of new therapeutic 

avenues.  
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POPULAR SCIENTIFIC SUMMARY 

Neurodegenerative diseases are characterised by the progressive death of brain cells, such as 

neurons. The region experiencing the death of brain cells gives rise to different symptoms in the 

patients, such as memory loss in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and abnormal motor function in 

Parkinson’s disease (PD). There is a gradual progression of disease, which eventually leads to 

patients being incapable of performing everyday tasks and ultimately causes premature death. AD 

and PD are the two most common neurodegenerative diseases with incidences increasing along 

with the ageing global population. Despite the prevalence of these diseases, we still do not 

understand the causes of these diseases. To date, there are no effective disease-modifying 

treatments, leading to a significant financial and emotional burden to society.  

The symptoms in AD and PD are likely the result of the build-up of misfolded proteins that group 

together, such as amyloid-β and tau in AD, and α-synuclein in PD. Growing evidence suggests 

that smaller clusters, called oligomers, of amyloid-β and α-synuclein are the key players in the 

progression of these diseases. The progressive accumulation of these proteins leads to a gradual 

spread of the disease to connected brain areas, but it is still largely unknown how this spreading 

occurs. 

Inflammation is the body’s defence against infection and injury. However, inflammation in the 

brain has been recognised as an important component of AD and PD. The innate immune system, 

which is the initial line of defense, can be activated directly by amyloid-β, but may also be 

activated through signals from injured neurons. Regardless of the activating signal, this 

inflammation may cause or accelerate AD pathology. During AD, the brain is thought to be in a 

chronically pro-inflammatory state, leading to speculation that an anti-inflammatory environment 

may protect against AD progression. We investigated whether different inflammatory 

environments affected the spreading of oligomeric amyloid-β between neuron-like cells, observing 

that an anti-inflammatory environment reduced the spreading of oligomeric amyloid-β between 

cells. This work strengthens the hypothesis that anti-inflammatory mediators could be beneficial 

to AD patients in slowing disease progression.   

Small vesicles, called exosomes, have been proposed to play a significant role in the spreading of 

amyloid-β and α-synuclein in AD and PD, respectively. Exosomes are formed by the inward 

budding of cellular compartments known as multivesicular bodies, which merge with the cell 

membrane to release these vesicles. Exosomes serve as vehicles for transferring proteins, lipids, 

and other small molecules between cells and are crucial for the communication between one 

another. During the generation of exosomes, an enzyme called neutral sphingomyelinase 2 

(nSMase2) converts membrane lipids which causes multivesicular bodies to bud inwards. We 

genetically inhibited the nSMase2 enzyme to examine whether exosomes formed through this 

pathway influenced the spreading of oligomeric α-synuclein between neuron-like cells. Inhibiting 

nSMase2 significantly reduced the spreading of oligomeric α-synuclein between cells, while also 

reducing the accumulation of α-synuclein over time. Inhibiting nSMase2 should be investigated as 

a therapeutic target for PD, but additional research is required to reveal how lipid mechanisms are 

dysregulated in PD.  
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Another hallmark of neurodegenerative diseases is the reduced effectiveness of autophagy. 

Autophagy is the cell’s way to remove unnecessary or broken components or proteins within the 

cell by sectioning off these components into “autophagosomes”, which are then degraded. Recent 

studies have shown that exosomes and autophagy pathways are closely linked; autophagosomes 

can fuse with multivesicular bodies. Using autophagy-deficient AD mice, we investigated the 

relationship between autophagy and exosome secretion. These mice had increased levels of 

amyloid-β inside neurons, however, the amount of amyloid-β within exosomes was not affected 

even though exosomal secretion was altered. This suggests that diminished secretion of neuronal 

exosomes may influence amyloid-β accumulation, and ultimately the development of AD 

pathology, but further investigations are required. 

Lastly, one of the biggest challenges in developing effective treatments for AD is the lack of early 

diagnosis of living patients. As the connection between exosomes and the spread of 

neurodegenerative proteins is still relatively new, there remains a diagnostic potential to be 

explored with exosomes. We aimed to develop a new diagnostic assay to detect oligomeric 

amyloid-β in exosomes isolated from cerebrospinal fluid from patients. We were able to detect 

exosomal oligomeric amyloid-β in some of the samples but the assay’s sensitivity requires further 

optimisation for it to be used in a clinical setting.  

In summary, the studies presented in this thesis have furthered our understanding of several 

systems that are dysregulated in AD and PD. We have shown that an anti-inflammatory approach 

may slow down the progression of AD by reducing the spreading of oligomeric amyloid-β. We 

also provide novel findings relating to the generation of exosomes influencing the transfer of 

oligomeric α-synuclein. Furthermore, we have provided insight into whether the dysregulation of 

autophagy affects the secretion of amyloid-β through exosomes. We have also explored the 

potential of using exosomes as an early marker of AD, which may be useful in the development 

of novel diagnostic methods. Taken together, this work has shown new opportunity for therapeutic 

avenues to be explored for AD and PD. 
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POPULÄRVETENSKAPLIG SAMMANFATTNING 

Vid neurodegenerativa sjukdomar ses en progressiv nedbrytning av hjärnans nervceller. De 

symtom som uppkommer till följd av nervcellsdöden speglas av var i hjärnan förlusten sker. Till 

exempel kan patienter drabbas av minnessvikt som vid Alzheimers sjukdom (AS) eller motorisk 

dysfunktion som vid Parkinsons sjukdom (PS). De neurodegenerativa sjukdomarna försämrar den 

drabbade långsamt tills vardagsfunktioner helt försvunnit och leder slutligen till döden. De 

vanligaste neurodegenerativa sjukdomarna är AS och PS och eftersom de är starkt kopplade till 

ålder beräknas antalet som insjuknar öka kraftigt i framtiden parallellt med att befolkningens 

livslängd ökar. Vi förstår fortfarande inte fullt ut orsaken till dessa sjukdomar och det finns ännu 

ingen sjukdomsmodifierande behandling. Samhället står för stora utmaningar i att ta hand om de 

som drabbas men detta är också sjukdomar som leder till stort lidande för både patient och familj. 

Forskning har påvisat en gemensam sjukdomsmekanism vid AS och PS även om grundstenarna, 

proteinerna, är olika: ansamling av amyloid-β i AS och α-synuclein i PS. Dessa proteiner, ändrar 

sin form till att bli mer benägen att bilda svårlösliga aggregat och allt mer forskning har visat att 

små aggregat, oligomerer, kan vara det som initierar sjukdomarna och bidrar till det progressiva 

förloppet. Oligomererna sprids mellan närliggande områden i hjärnan vilket leder till att 

sjukdomen sprids inom hjärnan, vi vet fortfarande inte i detalj hur denna spridning sker men 

forskning har visat att små membraninbundna vesikler utanför cellerna, så kallade exosomer kan 

ha en viktig roll. 

Vid AS och PS har forskning även visat att inflammation i hjärnan påverkar förloppet. 

Inflammation är kroppens försvarsreaktion mot skada. Vi har ett medfött, ospecifikt immunförsvar 

som är en första linjens försvar mot främmande ämnen som kan aktiveras av amyloid-β men även 

av signaler från skadade nervceller. Den inflammation som det ospecifika immunförsvaret startar 

kan accelerera sjukdomsprogressen av AS och hjärnan försätts i en kronisk pro-inflammatorisk 

miljö. En hypotes är att man kan skydda hjärnan genom att förskjuta jämvikten mot en anti-

inflammatorisk omgivning. Vi har undersökt hur olika inflammatoriska omgivningar påverkar hur 

amyloid-β sprids mellan nervcellslika celler. Vi har påvisat minskad spridning av amyloid-β 

mellan celler vid en anti-inflammatorisk miljö och detta arbete styrker hypotesen att anti-

inflammatoriska mediatorer kan göra sjukdomsprogressen långsammare vid AS. 

Vi har också undersökt exosomernas roll vid neurodegenerativa sjukdomar. Exosomerna är bärare 

av proteiner, lipider och andra små molekyler och överför dessa mellan cellerna. Exosomerna är 

nödvändiga för cell-till-cell kommunikationen. Ett enzym som är viktigt för att bilda exosomer är 

sphingomyelinase 2 (nSMase2), det omvandlar membrankomponenter så att exosomerna kan 

knoppas av. Vi ändrade nSMase2 genetiskt och undersökte om spridningen av α-synuclein mellan 

neuronlika celler påverkas. Hämning av nSMase2 minskade signifikant spridning av α-synuclein 

mellan celler samtidigt som ackumulering av α-synuclein över tid minskade. Hämning av 

nSMase2 kan vara ett nytt mål för PS läkemedel, men ytterligare forskning krävs för att klargöra 

dessa mekanismer. 
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Autofagi är ett sätt för celler att göra sig av med överflödiga eller dysfunktionella komponenter i 

cellen. Avfallet kapslas bort i ”autofagosomer” som sedan degraderas. Gemensamt för 

neurodegenerativa sjukdomar är att dessa processer blir mindre effektiva. Vi har studerat genetiskt 

modifierade möss, sk transgena möss, för att undersöka sambandet mellan autofagi och 

exosomutsöndring Vi har visat att möss vars celler inte kan nyttja autofagi hade minskad mängd 

plack i hjärnan men vi såg ökad mängd amyloid-β inuti nervcellerna. Trots förändrad exosomal 

utsöddring var mängden amyloid-β i exosomerna oförändrad. Dessa resultat tyder på att minskad 

utsöndring av neuronala exosomer kan påverka amyloid-β ackumulering och i förlängningen 

utveckling av AS-patologi men ytterligare forskning krävs för att klargöra dessa mekanismer.  

En av de största utmaningarna för att hitta effektiv behandling mot AS är att det saknas pålitliga 

metoder för tidig diagnos i patienter. Kunskapen om kopplingen mellan exosomer och spridning 

av neurodegenerativa proteiner är fortfarande ny. Vi ser en diagnostisk potential i 

exosomutsöndring. Vi har som målsättning att utveckla en ny diagnostisk metod för att detektera 

amyloid-β i exosomer isolerade från likvor från AS patiener. Vi har arbetat fram en metod för att 

isolera amyloid-β i exosomer men metodens känslighet behöver ytterligare optimeras innan den 

kan användas kliniskt.  

Sammantaget har dessa studier ökat vår förståelse av flera system som blir defekta i AS och PS. 

Vi har visat att antiinflammatorisk miljö kan göra progressen av AS mer långsam genom att minska 

spridning av amyloid-β. Vi har också presenterat nya fynd avseende biogenes av exosomer som 

påverkar överföring av α-synuclein. Vidare har vi ökat kunskapen om hur dysregulering av 

autofagi påverkar utsöndring av amyloid-β via exosomer. Vi har även undersökt möjligheten att 

använda exosomer som en tidig markör för AS vid diagnostik. Detta arbete har visat nya 

möjligheter för flera terapeutiska mål att utforskas vid AS och PS i framtiden. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Neurodegenerative diseases 
The number of people affected by neurodegenerative diseases (NDs) is expected to steadily rise 

along with the increasing global population. These diseases cause great suffering to those affected 

and their families, but also encompass an enormous financial burden to health care costs. It is 

therefore of great importance to better understand the pathological mechanisms causing NDs such 

as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease, in order to develop effective treatments, which are 

currently unavailable for NDs.  

Alzheimer’s disease 
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common dementia-causing ND, with an estimated 50 million 

people affected by AD worldwide as of 2017 [1]. AD severely affects the quality of life of the 

patient and family, eventually leading to premature death. AD was first described over 100 years 

ago when Alois Alzheimer described the characteristic pathological hallmarks of AD [2]. In his 

work, he identified protein deposits in the cerebral cortex during the autopsy of a patient with 

profound memory loss and abnormal confusion. The proteinaceous deposits described in this work 

were later identified as amyloid plaques, consisting of amyloid-β (Aβ) peptides, and neurofibrillary 

tangles (NFTs) that are used to diagnose AD to this day.  

Cognitive deficits occur through neuronal death and the loss of synapses among affected brain 

regions. During mid- to late-stage AD, these lesions can be found in the hippocampus and 

entorhinal cortex, areas involved in memory formation and executive functions, respectively. 

Currently, the clinical diagnosis of AD is based on a series of clinical assessments (cognitive 

function, biomarkers, and brain imaging) in living patients, with definitive diagnosis only possible 

during autopsy. The neuropathology of AD includes macroscopic brain atrophy due to the loss of 

neuritic processes, synapses, and neurons, which eventually contributes to the death of the patient. 

Other AD hallmarks include neurovascular dysfunction, chronic inflammation, mitochondrial 

dysfunction, oxidative stress, alongside the primary pathologies of widespread Aβ aggregates and 

intracellular NFTs consisting of hyperphosphorylated tau (reviewed in [3]). Aβ plaques were once 

considered the cause of neuronal death, but it is now understood that smaller soluble aggregates 

(oligomers) of Aβ are likely the most toxic species [4], and that the deposition of Aβ plaques may 

serve as a “reservoir” for toxic soluble Aβ aggregates, sequestering them from the extracellular 

space and thereby preventing their toxicity during early stages of pathology [5]. Cognitive decline 

has also been shown to correlate better with NFTs than Aβ plaques [6], although accumulation of 

soluble Aβ is suggested to precede the formation of NFTs [7,8]. However, these pathological 

changes are gradual, and it is now believed that the initial pathology develops decades before any 

clinical symptoms are apparent. This is further exemplified through the hypothesis that the 

numerous failed clinical trials targeting Aβ are related to the delay in diagnosis, such that anti-Aβ 

therapeutics are given to patients too far into the disease process to be effective [9]. Current 
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interventions rely on acetylcholinesterase inhibitors and glutamate antagonists, however, these 

accomplish only a very minor delay in the cognitive decline for the patient (reviewed in [10]).  

Aβ is strongly linked to AD pathology, as the familial forms of AD are caused by mutations linked 

to Aβ’s upstream peptide (APP) and its processing enzymes (Presenilin 1/ 2) [11]. With the same 

pathological hallmarks, familial AD develops an aggressive progressive form of AD, with an 

early age of onset (< 65 years of age) compared to sporadic AD (> 65 years of age), however, 

familial AD only accounts for 1-2% of cases [12]. Ageing is the greatest risk factor for 

developing sporadic AD, but a combination of genetic (e.g. carrying the apolipoprotein E4 

allele) and environmental risk factors (e.g. type II diabetes, smoking, severe head trauma) are 

thought to contribute to AD etiology [11]. 

Amyloid-β 

Aβ is produced by the cleavage of the amyloid precursor protein (APP). APP is a transmembrane 

glycoprotein expressed as multiple isoforms throughout the body [13]. The normal physiological 

role of APP is unclear, however, in the central nervous system (CNS) it is known to contribute to 

synaptic plasticity, neurite outgrowth, adhesion, and regulation of neuronal excitation [14]. The 

processing of APP can occur either by the non-amyloidogenic pathway or the amyloidogenic 

pathway, where Aβ is produced (Figure 1). In the non-amyloidogenic pathway, α-secretase 

cleaves APP within the Aβ-region, creating soluble APPα and carboxy-terminal fragment (CTF)–

α (CTFα), which are subsequently cleaved by γ-secretase into P3 and APP intracellular domain 

(AICD). In the amyloidogenic pathway, β-secretase cleaves APP into soluble APPβ and CTFβ. 

CTFβ is then further cleaved by γ-secretase to release Aβ and the AICD.  

The normal physiological function of Aβ is not yet fully understood, but it has been shown to 

promote synaptic plasticity and long-term potentiation [15,16]. During amyloid pathology, there 

is an imbalance in Aβ metabolism. Depending on where the γ-secretase cleaves, different lengths 

of Aβ are produced, where Aβ38, Aβ40, and Aβ42 are the most abundant forms found in AD 

plaques [17]. Low levels of Aβ42 or Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) are commonly 

used as biomarkers as of today, as well as amyloid positron-emission tomography (PET) imagining 

being recommended by the National Institute on Aging and Alzheimer’s Association (NIAAA) for 

diagnosis [18]. The pathogenesis of AD is often attributed to the increased production and/or 

decreased clearance of Aβ, especially Aβ42 [19]. 
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Figure 1. Overview of APP processing. In the non-amyloidogenic pathway, α-secretase cleaves APP creating sAPPα 

and CTFα, which is subsequently cleaved by γ-secretase into P3 and AICD. In the amyloidogenic pathway, APP is 

first processed by β-secretase, where sAPPβ is released, followed by cleavage of the CTFβ by γ-secretase to release 

Aβ.  

Aβ can also exist as α-helical or β-sheet in secondary protein structure confirmations. The β-sheet 

conformation is more hydrophobic and aggregation-prone and is believed to confer the assembly 

of dimers, trimers, and small oligomers. This aggregation cascade contributes to the formation of 

larger oligomers, protofibrils, and large fibrils that are ultimately deposited into plaques (Figure 

2A). The mechanisms of Aβ aggregation can be due to destabilising mutations, changes in pH or 

temperature, post-translational modifications or interactions with cellular components, although 

this is still poorly understood (Aβ aggregation reviewed in [20]). It is generally accepted that Aβ 

toxicity requires the aggregation of monomers [20], but due to the vast number of possible Aβ 

conformations, it has been difficult to characterise. However, it is proposed that the amount of 

soluble oligomeric Aβ (oAβ) correlates with early synaptic loss and cognitive decline [21,22]. In 

addition to this extracellular Aβ, intracellular Aβ has been shown to localise in the ER, Golgi, 

mitochondria, endosomes, lysosomes, multivesicular bodies (MVB), and cytosol (reviewed in [8]). 

Aβ can be degraded through several pathways (reviewed in [23]) or it can be passed on to other 

cells [24–27], involving mechanisms including the endosome recycling pathway/exocytosis, 

extracellular vesicles/exosomes, and possibly tunnelling nanotubes (Figure 2B). The propagation 

of oAβ between cells according to this paradigm is thought to underlie the spread of pathology 

among interconnected brain regions.  
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Figure 2: Protein aggregation and proposals of mechanisms of transfer. (A) Misfolding of native monomeric Aβ 

and α-synuclein into β-sheet rich structures contributes to their aggregation into oligomers and protofibrils that 

eventually lead to amyloid plaques/Lewy bodies. (B) Depiction of how Aβ and α-syn are transferred between nearby 

cells according to several possible mechanisms including exosomes, exocytosis/endocytosis, receptor-mediated 

endocytosis, or possibly through tunnelling nanotubes.  

Parkinson’s disease 
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most common ND after AD. It is estimated that 2-3% of 

the population over the age of 65 years are affected by this disease [28]. Over 200 years ago James 

Parkinson described patients with common characteristics of PD, such as resting tremor, abnormal 
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posture and gait, and paralysis. However, it took another century until Frederic Lewy described 

microscopic particles in the brain, which were later named “Lewy bodies” [29].  

On top of motor dysfunction, advanced-stage PD patients may also experience cognitive 

impairment and other neurological symptoms. In early-stage disease, loss of dopaminergic neurons 

is restricted to the ventrolateral substantia nigra with relative sparing of other midbrain 

dopaminergic neurons but becomes more widespread by the end-stage of the disease [30,31]. 

During PD, widespread neurodegeneration is attributed to the neuronal deposition of inclusions 

into Lewy bodies and Lewy neurites consisting of α-synuclein (α-syn). The Lewy pathology 

initially occurs in cholinergic and monoaminergic brainstem neurons and neurons in the olfactory 

system but is also found in limbic and neocortical brain regions with disease progression [32]. 

There is also systemic mitochondrial dysfunction, oxidative stress, and neuroinflammation found 

in PD brains [33]. Similarly to AD, research indicates that smaller soluble aggregates (oligomers) 

of α-syn are the most toxic species and the driver of the disease (reviewed in [34]). 

PD onset usually occurs between ages 50 to 70 and follows a gradual deterioration that can last for 

approximately 20 years. The majority of PD cases are also sporadic in origin, with less than 10% 

having family history. The list of mutations contributing to familial PD continues to grow, with 23 

genes currently assigned the PARK moniker, denoting PD-associated genes (e.g. SNCA, LRRK2, 

VPS35, PINK1, ATP13A2, FBXO7) (reviewed in [33]). Several other genes have been identified 

that contribute to an increased risk for the sporadic form of the disease, of which the most prevalent 

are mutations in GBA [35,36], which affect lysosomal functions and α-syn clearance [37]. As with 

AD, age is the biggest risk factor in PD, but there are also environmental risk factors, such as 

pesticides and traumatic brain injury (reviewed in [38]). Highly efficacious therapies have become 

available, such as pharmacological dopamine substitution (L-DOPA treatment), monoamine 

oxidase type B inhibitors, or deep brain stimulation [39,40]. However, none of these treatments 

are curative and the disease progresses, eventually contributing to premature death to the patient.  

α-synuclein 
The SNCA gene encodes α-syn, a 140 amino acid protein, and is highly expressed in the nervous 

system and mainly localises to synaptic terminals [41]. The physiological functions of α-syn 

include vesicle transport, synaptic plasticity, and chaperone activity [41]. The protein can be 

divided into three regions, with each region having distinct structural characteristics. The highly 

conserved N-terminal region binds to phospholipids and adopts an α-helical conformation 

suggesting that the biological function of α-syn may involve binding to lipid membranes [42]. The 

central region is referred to as the non-amyloid-like component but contains the amino acid 

sequences essential for β-sheet amyloid fibril formation [43]. The acidic C-terminal region of α-

syn contains mostly negatively charged residues and is largely unfolded, but can be targeted for 

various disease-causing post-translational modifications [44]. Point mutations of SNCA, which 

cause aggressive, heritable forms of PD, strongly support the notion that α-syn is the key player in 

PD. 
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Similar to Aβ, the native structure of α-syn can misfold into β-sheet rich conformations, which 

makes it prone to aggregation. α-syn monomers initially form oligomers, then progressively 

combine to form small protofibrils and eventually large, insoluble α-synuclein fibrils, which 

ultimately result in the accumulation of Lewy pathology (Figure 2A) [45]. Various factors can 

induce conformational changes within the α-syn monomer and modulate the aggregation of α-syn, 

such as changes in pH, temperature, and presence of metal ions [46,47]. Different post-

translational modifications can formulate stable soluble oligomers that do not elongate into fibrils 

[48], while others can promote α-syn oligomerization, aggregation, and cytotoxicity [49]. It is 

strongly suggested that species of oligomeric α-syn (oα-syn) are the neurotoxic species in PD and 

that the mature fibrils within the Lewy bodies are neuroprotective, sequestering toxic species away 

from the internal cellular environment [50]. The transfer of oα-syn occurs between cells and likely 

accounts for the pathological progression of PD [51–53]. This intercellular transmission of α-syn 

can occur through exosomes [54–56] and exocytosis/endocytosis [51], however, additional 

mechanisms may also be implicated (Figure 2B).  

Inflammation 
Inflammation is the body’s response to external threats, such as viral and bacterial infections, and 

internal threats like bleeding. There are two major defence systems in the body: the innate and the 

adaptive immune system. The adaptive immune system is based on immunological memory 

whereas the innate immunity is an older evolutionary strategy, activating and recruiting immune 

cells through cytokine production. Innate immunity plays a key role in tissue repair, clearance of 

apoptotic cells and cellular debris, as well as the response to tumours. While key players of innate 

immunity in the CNS are microglia, other cells such as astrocytes, macrophages, oligodendrocytes, 

and neurons also contribute to innate immune responses. Despite their different aetiologies, a 

common feature of NDs is the chronic activation of innate immune cells within the CNS. 

Microglia, the principal resident immune cells of the CNS, have diverse functions. During 

development they shape neural circuits by pruning synapses as well as regulating cell death and 

elimination of waste products during inflammation or CNS damage. Microglia reside in a resting 

state (M0) and are differentially activated to either classical/pro-inflammatory (M1) or 

alternative/anti-inflammatory (M2) states. In general, the M1 phenotype responds to immune 

challenge by producing oxidative metabolites and the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such 

as interleukin (IL) -1β, IL-6, tumour necrosis factor-α (TNFα), and reactive oxygen species (ROS). 

The M2 phenotype facilitates phagocytosis and tissue repair, in part through the release of anti-

inflammatory cytokines such as IL-4, IL-10, transforming growth factor-β (TGF) and other 

neurotrophic factors. However, the M1/M2 phenotype does not reflect the different phenotypic 

subsets of microglia. Depending on the activating stimulus received, M2 microglia can be further 

divided into three different subsets consisting of M2a, M2b, and M2c. A summary of the activation 

and secretion profiles is provided in Figure 3A (reviewed in [57]). Although it is convenient to 

classify microglia into subcategories, it is physiologically appropriate to consider the phenotypes 

as points along a spectrum.  
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Figure 3. Neuroinflammation in NDs. (A) Spectrum of activation states of microglia. The molecules that induce the 

pro-inflammatory (M1) or the anti-inflammatory (M2) activation pathways are indicated in the upper box for each of 

the phenotypes, with some examples of molecules expressed by the different states in the lower box. (B) Reactive 

microglia drive a feedback loop of neuronal damage in NDs. Stimulation of microglia with pro-inflammatory triggers 

(including Aβ and α-syn), or through direct neuronal damage, results in microglial activation that initiates the release 

of neurotoxic factors. These microglial activators stimulate additional microglia, which in turn release pro-

inflammatory mediators in a positive-feedback mechanism. This self-perpetuating cycle of neurotoxicity is known as 

reactive microgliosis. CCL18, chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 18; COX2, cyclooxygenase 2; CXCL13, chemokine (C-

X-C motif) ligand 13; G-CSF, granulocyte colony-stimulating factor; IFNγ, Interferon-γ; IL, interleukin; LPS, 

lipopolysaccharide; TGFβ, transforming growth factor-β; TLR, toll-like receptor; TNFα, tumor necrosis factor-α; 

ROS, reactive oxygen species.  
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During chronic neuroinflammation in NDs, it is hypothesised that the pro-inflammatory 

environment initiated by the innate immune system enhances aggregated protein accumulation, 

which either causes or accelerates pathological cascades (Figure 3B). For example, Aβ peptides 

induce the activation of primary microglia and stimulate nitric oxide production in vitro [58,59], 

and amyloid plaques attract and stimulate microglia cells in vivo [60]. Neurons also stimulate the 

production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, which may start or accelerate local inflammation and 

neurodegeneration in AD [61,62]. Prolonged activation of the immune system, likely due to 

sustained exposure of microglia to Aβ, initiates a positive feedback loop, referred to as reactive 

microgliosis. However, it appears that microglia in AD patients exhibit mixed activation 

phenotypes, as probed cortical tissue from tg-2575 and tg-SwDi mice and AD patients 

demonstrated a mixed profile of pro- and anti-inflammatory activation genes [63]. This indicates 

that there is a failure in the resolution of neuroinflammation (i.e. microglia failing to return to a 

resting state), that there a deficiency in the repair process (i.e. microglia losing phagocytic 

efficiency), or both. This could be attributed to the age-dependent increase in the prevalence and 

prominence of Aβ plaques in AD, combined with the age-related reduction in microglial 

phagocytic capability [64,65]. In PS1M146L/APP751SL mice, microglia confer an anti-

inflammatory phenotype around Aβ plaques during the first 6 months, when Aβ load is relatively 

low, but switch into a pro-inflammatory phenotype at 18 months of age, coincident with 

accumulated levels of Aβ [64]. This is likely due to the phagocytic activity of microglia being 

attenuated by pro-inflammatory cytokines [66], which most likely continuously shifts microglia 

into the pro-inflammatory state from the steady accumulation of Aβ.  

Interestingly, different forms of Aβ peptides may induce different inflammatory profiles of 

microglia. oAβ appears to be a stronger pro-inflammatory inductor than the fibrillar forms and an 

anti-inflammatory environment reduces microglial reactivity towards oAβ [67]. Aged 

PS1M146L/APP751SL mice exhibited activated microglia in the hippocampus prior to the 

formation of hippocampal Aβ plaques, whereby the pro-inflammatory microglia were found to 

induce cellular damage to the hippocampal neurons [64]. This was associated with the 

accumulating levels of oAβ switching the microglia phenotype into a pro-inflammatory state [64], 

further implicating oAβ as the driving force of AD pathology before the formation of plaques. As 

microglia are able to transition between phenotypes, there is the possibility that phenotype 

switching may provide neuroprotection. How this contributes to AD pathology is not well 

understood, as the induction of an anti-inflammatory environment has been shown by some authors 

to decrease Aβ accumulation and alleviate AD symptoms [68–70], while others demonstrate that 

this promotes Aβ accumulation and worsening of AD symptoms [71,72]. However, to be clinically 

effective, targeting the pro- and anti-inflammatory balance will likely require patient-specific 

adaptations since the temporality and severity of the disease are critically associated with the 

changing of microglial activation states (further reviewed in [73]). 

In PD, microglial activation may be initiated either directly or indirectly by misfolded α-syn or 

other environmental toxins (Figure 3B). Pro-inflammatory microglia are shown to surround 

dopaminergic neurons, whereby microglial activation is inversely correlated with the 

dopaminergic neuron survival in PD patients [74]. Numerous studies have shown that aggregated 

α-syn released into the extracellular space can directly induce microglia towards the pro-
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inflammatory phenotype, thereby increasing production of ROS and pro-inflammatory cytokines 

[75–77]. In addition, the suppression of anti-inflammatory activation leads to an enhancement of 

pro-inflammation cytokines and nitric oxide, causing increased dopaminergic neuron death [78]. 

The role of microglia and neuroinflammation in PD is still largely unknown, however, the general 

hypothesis and approaches from AD could be applied to future studies.  

Extracellular vesicles

Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are small membranous vesicles that are critical for intercellular 

communication and transporting cargo. They were first observed over 50 years ago in the plasma 

[79]. Since then, all biological fluids and in vitro cell lines have shown to contain or release 

vesicles [80]. EVs are currently characterised according to their mechanism of release and size. 

EVs are lipid-bilayer enclosed vesicles that are released into the extracellular environment 

following the fusion of MVBs with the plasma membrane or through the direct budding of the 

plasma membrane itself. However, due to the lack of specific markers for EV subtypes, it is often 

encouraged to categorise EVs based on their size, density, or biochemical composition. For this 

thesis, small EVs of vesicle size less than 200 nm are referred to as “exosomes” and assumed to 

have endosomal origins (Figure 4). Other EVs, often referred to as “microvesicles”, “ectosomes” 

or “apoptotic bodies”, usually range from 100-1000 nm and are plasma membrane-derived but will 

not be further discussed in this work.  

Exosomes in NDs 

Exosomes are released into the extracellular environment and play an important role in 

intercellular communication by transferring proteins, lipids, mRNA, and miRNA between cells. 

In the CNS, exosomes can mediate neuronal and glial communication, as well as promoting 

neuronal repair and growth (reviewed in [81]). Exosomes also function as a mechanism for the 

disposal of unwanted intracellular material, especially under cellular stress or impaired 

degradation mechanisms [82]. In NDs, cell to cell contact and passive spreading of aggregated 

proteins were initially thought to be the means at which these proteins spread, therefore 

propagating disease to interconnected brain regions. However, exosomes have since been shown 

to propagate proteinopathy between cells (Figure 2B). Studies have shown Aβ, α-syn and tau 

can be found within exosomes and that these protein-containing exosomes can facilitate the 

transmission of these misfolded proteins between cells (described below). In patients, exosomes 

containing these ND-associated proteins have been found in the CSF and blood of individuals 

afflicted with their respective disorders (reviewed in [83]).  

The full-length APP protein and many of its metabolites have been found in exosomes isolated 

from in vitro cell cultures as well as the CSF and blood of AD patients. APP and its C-terminal 

fragments have been consistently identified in exosomes, and importantly, many of the proteases 

involved in APP processing have also been found in exosomes [84,85]. This suggests that 

proteolytic processing of APP may occur in situ in the exosome microenvironment. It has been 

reported that exosomes can enhance the aggregation of Aβ42 [86], but also that exosomes from 
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AD brains contain an elevated amount of oAβ [26]. This may lead to the spreading of AD 

pathology as exosomes isolated from AD patients act as a vehicle for spreading toxic species in 

vitro [26] and in vivo [87]. Conversely, expulsion of Aβ through exosomes may be a cellular 

protective mechanism, such that cells overburdened with Aβ attempt to rid themselves of the 

excessive protein load [88,89]. In addition to Aβ, exosomes isolated from PD patients induce 

synucleinopathy in vivo [90], possibly due to toxic species of α-syn accelerating exosomal 

production [91] and exosomal α-syn preferential uptake compared to free α-syn [54]. In vitro 

investigations also demonstrated that tau secretion is mediated by exosomes and contributes to the 

progression of tauopathy [92–95]. Given the increasing understanding that exosomes may play a 

major role in NDs and can be found in plasma and CSF, it is possible that exosomes and their 

molecular cargoes could be used as biomarkers for NDs. 

Exosome biogenesis

Exosome biogenesis begins with early endosomes maturing into late endosomes or MVBs, during 

which the endosomal membrane invaginates to generate intraluminal vesicles (ILVs) [96]. MVBs 

then either fuse with lysosomes (which degrades their content) or with the plasma membrane to 

shed off the vesicles into the extracellular space (Figure 4). The ILVs are formed by the fission of 

the membrane inwards by sorting complexes of proteins and/or lipids, encapsulating surrounding 

cytosol and other molecules. The most understood pathway for formation of MVBs and ILVs is 

the endosomal sorting complex required for transport (ESCRT)-dependent mechanism. The 

ESCRT-dependent pathway requires the assembly of four complexes (ESCRT-0, -I, -II, -III), made 

up of approximately thirty proteins (e.g. VPS4, ALIX, VTA1) (Figure 4A) (reviewed in [97]). 

However, MVBs and ILVs can also be formed via ESCRT-independent pathways, including 

regulation by tetraspanins such as CD63 and CD81 (Figure 4B) [98]. Formation of ILVs can also 

be produced through lipid metabolism enzymes such as neutral sphingomyelinase (nSMase), 

which hydrolyse sphingomyelin into ceramide [99], or phospholipase D2, which hydrolyses 

phosphatidylcholine into phosphatidic acid (Figure 4C) [100]. However, whether these different 

machinery pathways act on specific MVB populations, or if they simultaneously act on the same 

MVB, is still being elucidated. It is also of key importance to understand that exosomes from a 

single cell type, tissue, or biological fluid can differ greatly in composition, although the 

complexity of exosomes is only beginning to be illuminated (Figure 5) [101,102]. 
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Figure 4.  Biogenesis of exosomes. The maturation of early endosomes gives rise to multivesicular bodies (MVBs), 

late endocytic compartments containing many intraluminal vesicles (ILVs). Fusion of MVBs with the plasma 

membrane results in the release of ILVs into the extracellular space as exosomes. Other vesicles can be shed from the 

cell by direct budding from the plasma membrane (e.g. microvesicles). Multiple machineries are involved in the 

biogenesis of ILVs, and thus of exosomes, such as (A) ESCRT components, (B) tetraspanins, and (C) lipids. Autophagy 

also starts with the nucleation and expansion of phagophores, which engulf cytoplasmic proteins and organelles. 

Sealing of the phagophores results in the formation of autophagosomes, which fuse with lysosomes to degrade 

engulfed contents. Alternatively, autophagosomes can fuse with MVBs to form hybrid organelles termed amphisomes, 

which are also believed to fuse with lysosomes. ESCRT-dep.; ESCRT-dependent. 
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Figure 5. Composition of exosomes. Composition and components of exosomes vary greatly and may be present in 

some subtypes while absent in others. The schematic depicted here shows commonly found exosome components. 

Sphingolipids and ESCRT-independent exosomes 
Sphingolipids have long been viewed as ubiquitous components of the cell membrane, having a 

critical role in regulating vital cell functions, but also in the formation of membrane microdomain 

“lipid rafts”, important for integrating cell signalling. Sphingolipids are particularly abundant in 

the brain and are essential for the development and maintenance of the functional integrity of the 

nervous system, but are also heavy regulators of apoptosis (reviewed in [103]). Ceramide 

constitutes the fundamental building block for which more complex sphingolipids assemble, 

consisting of a long-chain sphingosine base with an amide linkage to a fatty acid (Figure 6A) 

[104]. Sphingolipids constitute a very diverse group of lipids, which account for several hundred 

different lipid species due to their structural diversity and combinations within fatty acids chains 

(N-acyl chains), along with the multitude of variant head groups (shown as the “R” group in Figure 

6A) [105–108]. Sphingolipid synthesis can occur via the de novo biosynthetic pathway which 

starts with the condensation of serine and palmitoyl-CoA, the hydrolysis of sphingomyelin, or by 

the “salvage pathway” which recovers sphingosine by the recycling of other complex 

sphingolipids through the action of enzymes (Figure 6B) [109]. 
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Figure 6. General sphingolipid structure and synthesis pathways. (A) Basic sphingolipid structure. Sphingolipids 

are composed of a sphingosine backbone linked to a fatty acid, which can vary in length (N), via an amide bond. There 

are three main types of sphingolipids, which differ in their hydrophilic attachments (R): ceramides, sphingomyelins, 

and glycosphingolipids. (B) Overview of sphingolipid metabolism and related enzymes. CERase, ceramidase; CERK, 

ceramide kinase; CerS, ceramide synthase; CPP, ceramide-1-phosphate phosphatase; CoA, coenzyme-A; CERS, 

ceramide synthase; GCS, glucosylceramide synthase; GCase, glucosylceramidase; SMase, sphingomyelinase; SMS, 

sphingomyelin synthase. 

Defects in sphingolipid metabolism have been linked to numerous neurological diseases, including 

AD, PD, epilepsy, Huntington’s disease, Krabbe’s disease and Gaucher’s disease. Ceramides are 

elevated in the AD brain [110–112] and have been shown to correlate with Aβ generation and tau 

phosphorylation [113,114]. Additionally, elevated serum ceramide may be a risk factor for both 

AD and PD and has been suggested as a biomarker for people with dementia [115–118]. A number 

of studies have reported that mutations in the ceramide-producing enzyme glucocerebrosidase 

(GCase) gene GBA, increases susceptibility to developing sporadic PD [35,36], and reduced 

activity of GCase has been documented in the brain of PD patients [119,120]. These findings are 

supported by in vitro data, where GCase knockdown was found to promote the accumulation of α-

syn in neurons [121]. Alterations in the expression of ceramide synthase genes and their related 

ceramide species have been reported in brain tissues from sporadic PD patients, although it has 

been speculated that lipid dysregulation may be region specific [120,122–125]. Consistently, 

LRRK2 (a familial PD gene) knockout (KO) mice showed a significant increase in brain ceramide 

that also correlated with decreased GCase activity [126], tying a commonality of sphingolipid 

dysregulation in familial and sporadic PD. It has also been suggested that specific acid SMase 

(aSMase) variants are associated with PD and that reductions in the activity of these specific 

aSMases were associated with an earlier age of onset [127], possibly as a result of reduced 

lysosomal localisation of aSMase, influencing accumulation of α-syn.    
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During the generation of exosomes, sphingolipid-enriched lipid rafts from the originating cell are 

incorporated into the exosome structure [99,128,129]. The formation of exosomes in the MVB can 

arise through the ESCRT-independent pathway, wherein sphingomyelin is hydrolysed by nSMase 

to produce ceramide, causing the plasma membrane to bud inwards (Figure 4C). There are four 

different nSMase isoforms, with nSMase2 being predominantly expressed in the brain relative to 

other the isoforms [130]. nSMase2 has been shown to mediate pro-inflammatory cytokine 

signalling [131,132] and is activated during oxidative stress [133,134], implicating it having an 

important role in NDs. It has been suggested that under normal conditions, nSMase2 primarily 

exists as an inactive enzyme, while oxidative stress initiates its movement to the plasma membrane 

where it can generate ceramide and its downstream effects [135]. Moreover, nSMase2 is activated 

in response to Aβ peptides [136,137], which may be linked to exosomal acceleration of Aβ 

aggregation and spreading [88,138,139]. Exosomes are reduced through the inhibition of nSMase2 

in vitro [88,95,99,138] and in vivo, where the inhibition of nSMase2 in 5XFAD mice led to the 

reduction of Aβ plaques and decreased serum levels of most ceramide species [114]. nSMase2 

derived exosomes may represent a common mechanism for the transfer of misfolded proteins, as 

this pathway has also been implicated in the packaging and transmission of the prion protein [140]. 

This phenomenon of packing misfolded proteins into exosomes might also provide a more efficient 

means of cellular uptake during NDs, as exosomal oα-syn has been shown to be taken up more 

readily than free oα-syn [54]. Lipid rafts in PD brains have reduced total sphingomyelin levels 

[123], which may affect not only the binding behaviour of α-syn to the plasma membrane [141–

143] but also the structural properties of exosomes themselves. These alterations to the

composition and binding kinetics likely influence the exosome’s ability to propagate α-syn to

neighbouring cells.

Cross talk between autophagy and exosomes 

Macroautophagy (hereafter referred to as autophagy) is a degradative pathway critical in the 

maintenance of proteostasis, as well as the preservation of proper organelle function through the 

selective removal of proteins and damaged organelles. In autophagy, whole cytosolic regions are 

sequestered inside double-membraned vesicles (autophagosomes) that are then able to fuse with 

either lysosomes, which provide the hydrolytic enzymes for the degradation of autophagosomal 

content, or MVBs (Figure 4). Autophagy-related genes (ATG), the genes necessary for autophagy, 

comprise of more than 30 genes [144]. The rate of autophagy turnover, or autophagy flux, is 

regulated by many different signalling pathways and is heavily influenced by stressors such as 

starvation, reactive oxygen species, and hypoxia. The most understood regulator of autophagy is 

nutrient availability, which is mediated through the mechanistic target of the rapamycin (mTOR) 

pathway (reviewed in [145]). 

In the AD brain, autophagosomes accumulate in the dystrophic neurites, an indicator of impaired 

autophagy [146]. During AD, both the autophagy-inhibiting mTOR signalling and lysosomal 

hydrolases are increased [147], possibly due to interactions with Aβ itself [148]. Autophagosomes 

also generate and contain Aβ [149] and oxidative stress-induced autophagy increases Aβ 

generation [150]. In sporadic PD, impaired autophagy and endolysosomal activity are thought to 
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contribute to the reduced clearance of α-syn, which then leads to α-syn accumulation and 

aggregation [151,152]. This is supported by an in vitro study showing that the presence of α-syn 

inclusions specifically inhibits transport of endocytic and autophagic vesicles [153]. Additionally, 

overexpression of α-syn in vitro and in vivo leads to compromised autophagosome biogenesis 

[154], which may act as a driving force for PD pathology by preventing sufficient α-syn 

degradation.  

It was recently reported that human CSF-derived exosomes have an autophagosome-exosome-like 

profile (having autophagy markers SQSTM1 and LC3-II) [155], emphasising that exosomes can 

be used as vehicles for material disposal from autophagy pathways. Other studies have also 

uncovered some of the molecular machinery and regulatory mechanisms shared between exosome 

biogenesis and autophagy, suggesting that the two processes are intimately linked. Studies on 

ESCRT-pathway protein mutants CHMP2B and VPS25/28/32 revealed that cells harbouring these 

mutations were unable to complete autophagic maturation due to the lack of autophagosome fusion 

with the endolysosomal system and exhibited an increased number of autophagosomes [156,157]. 

Induction of autophagy through starvation or rapamycin treatment causes inhibition of exosome 

release, suggesting that the failure to release exosomes leads to the redirection of MVBs to 

autophagic degradation, perhaps as cells attempt to recycle MVBs for energy instead [158]. 

Accordingly, KO of ATG5 or ATG16L1 caused significantly reduced exosome release [159]. In 

addition, the loss of the ATG12–ATG3 complex altered MVB morphology, impeded late endosome 

trafficking and reduced exosome biogenesis [160]. Alterations in the exosome protein composition 

may affect intercellular communication during pathology. For example, ATG7 knockdown 

decreases extracellular exosome-associated Hepatitis C virus [161], suggesting that the core 

autophagy machinery plays a role in the packaging of virus particles into exosomes. It is speculated 

that a similar mechanism occurs with ND-associated proteins, as AGT7 KO x APP23 mice led to 

the altered vesicle-mediated trafficking of Aβ through a decrease in the number of Aβ-containing 

vesicles in MVBs upon disruption of autophagy [162].  

Exosomes as a diagnostic tool 
AD diagnosis is typically made long after the first signs of illness, as the early symptoms can 

overlap with other diseases and can be quite varied [163]. According to the criteria outlined by the 

NIAAA, definitive diagnosis is only possible after post-mortem determination of the essential 

neuropathological hallmarks of Aβ plaques and NFTs, although there is a movement towards the 

possibility of definitive molecular diagnosis in the latest suggestions for research diagnostic 

criteria [18,164]. Clinical diagnosis is still largely dependent on the clinical assessment of 

neuropsychiatric function but also supported with CSF biomarkers targeting Aβ and tau, and PET 

imaging of metabolic activity [165]. PET has shown high sensitivity and specificity of detecting 

Aβ plaques and NFTs in the living brain [166], however, they are currently only used in research. 

Reduced levels of Aβ42, Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio, and increased levels of tau and phosphorylated tau in 

CSF increase the accuracy of clinical diagnosis of cognitive impairment, however, there is still a 

significant error rate [18]. It is also highly speculated that the pathophysiological process of AD 

begins decades before diagnosis and the buildup of Aβ peaks at the beginning of the mild cognitive 
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impairment stage [9]. It has been hypothesised that clinical trials such as anti-Aβ immunotherapies 

have failed due to being administrated too late in disease progression, where there is irreversible 

damage to the cells [9]. In the future, it may be possible to revisit these therapeutics in earlier, 

more accurately diagnosed individuals, who may see cognitive improvements from these therapies. 

Exosomes can travel substantial distances once released from cells before being absorbed by 

another cell, potentially able to circulate the whole body [167]. The CNS is protected from 

invading pathogens and molecules by the blood-brain barrier (BBB); however, exosomes readily 

pass through the BBB from the brain to the periphery and vice versa. This feature of exosomes 

indicates that CNS-derived exosomes and peripheral exosomes could serve as an important 

material for ND biomarkers [168,169]. In fact, late-onset AD patients have been shown to express 

an increased Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio in the CSF [170]. Elevated levels of oAβ have also been measured 

in brain-derived exosomes of AD patients, which were shown to transfer oAβ between cells, 

subsequently eliciting neurotoxic effects in vitro [26]. Since oAβ correlates with the synaptic loss 

and cognitive decline [21,22] and may be an early event in AD pathology, detection of oAβ in 

exosomes may be a useful early biomarker. Currently, oAβ has not been measured in plasma 

exosomes and oAβ in total plasma has not shown any differences between AD patients and controls 

[171,172]. However, a limitation of using plasma for this purpose is that the majority of the 

exosomes in plasma originate from erythrocytes and platelets, making the detection of the 

relatively few neuronal exosomes challenging. However, the adaptation of exosomes from 

different sources may be used in concert with the detection of other ND proteins and are a 

promising avenue to explore for the early diagnosis of NDs. 
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AIMS 

The general aims of the studies in this thesis were to investigate how the aggregate prone 

proteins Aβ and α-syn propagate between cells in models of AD and PD.  

Specific Aims 

Paper I: What are the effects of the different inflammatory phenotypes (M1/M2) on the transfer 

of oAβ between cells? 

Paper II: Is the exosomal ESCRT-independent pathway implicated in the transfer of a significant 

portion of oα-syn between cells and does hypoxia influence this pathway? 

Paper III: Does the inhibition of autophagy affect the degradation of Aβ through alternations in 

autophagosome fusing with the endolysosomal system and does this modify exosome secretion? 

Paper IV: Can the CSF from AD patients detect exosomal oAβ42 and can this be used as an early 

biomarker? 
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METHODOLOGY 

Models and sample material used 

In vitro models  

SH-SY5Y cells 

The SH-SY5Y cell line was used for Papers I and II. The SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cell line 

originates from SK-N-SH cells, which were taken from a bone marrow biopsy from a 4-year-old 

girl in the 1970s. The SK-N-SH cells were subcloned to generate the SH-SY5Y cells, which 

express better neuronal characteristics. The Hallbeck lab has previously developed a 

differentiation protocol where the SH-SY5Y cells are treated with retinoic acid for 7 days, followed 

by a 10-day differentiation in extracellular matrix gel with a growth factor cocktail containing 

brain-derived neurotropic factor, neuregulin β1, nerve growth factor, and vitamin D3 [24,173]. This 

differentiation process results in cells with a neuron-like morphology that form extensive neuritic 

networks and express neuronal markers (Figure 7).  

Figure 7. Donor and recipient co-culture model of SH-SY5Y cells. “Donor” cells are differentiated for 7 days with 

RA and loaded with exogenous Aβ or α-syn labelled with AlexaFluor700 (red). “Recipient” cells are further 

differentiated for 10 days in gel with a growth factor cocktail. Recipient cells express GFP, either through transient 

or stable expression of GFP-containing constructs (green). Donor cells are placed on top of recipient cells for 24 

hours to study the transfer of the labelled proteins. BDNF, brain-derived neurotropic factor; NRGβ1, neuregulin-β1; 

NGF, nerve growth factor; RA, retinoic acid; Vit D3, vitamin D3. Images adapted from Agholme et al. J Alzheimers 

Dis 2010 and Nath et al. JNeurosci 2012 [24,173]. 
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Co-culturing

Prior to the co-culturing of SH-SY5Y cells, the “recipient” cells are differentiated for 7 days in 

retinoic acid, followed by a further 10-day differentiation in extracellular matrix gel supplemented 

with growth factors as described above. “Donor” cells are differentiated for 7 days in retinoic acid 

and fed with either oAβ or oα-syn tagged with AlexaFluor700 (AF700). Recipient cells in Paper 

I were transfected with BacMam baculoviral agent in order to express green fluorescent protein 

(GFP), while recipient cells in Paper II utilised stably expressing β-Actin-GFP SH-SY5Y cells to 

allow us to distinguish the donor and recipient cell populations (Figure 7). The stably expressing 

GFP cells allowed us to quantify the rate of transfer more accurately, as BacMam transfection is 

relatively inefficient, allowing for possible false negatives.  

Genetic modification techniques (siRNA and CRISPR/Cas9) 

Cells in Paper II reduced the SMPD3 gene by two different methods. One of the techniques was 

small interfering RNA (siRNA), which interferes with the expression of the gene by introducing 

complementary nucleotide sequences against a gene of interest, which causes the inability of the 

messenger RNA to be translated, where it is then degraded. siRNA is a common and easy to use 

method to downregulate genes but suffers the pitfall that its effectiveness is tied to the turnover 

rate of the gene of interest. This technique is well suited to studying the acute effects of gene 

knockdown. In order to study this system with a more robust gene reduction, we elected to use 

clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)/Cas9 to generate an SMPD3 

KO cell line. The CRISPR/Cas9 system functions as the RNA-based adaptive immune system in 

bacteria and archaea. Complexed with a synthetic guide RNA, the Cas9 nuclease containing 

construct enters the nucleus of the cell, where it opens both strands of the targeted sequence of 

DNA. KO of the gene occurs through errors in the cellular repair machinery after an induced 

double-strand break, resulting in random deletions or insertions at the repair site. These insertions 

and/or deletions cause changes to the reading frame of the DNA (e.g. frameshift, missense or 

nonsense mutations), ideally leading to premature stop codons that result in dysfunctional proteins. 

siRNA transfection was carried out according to the manufacturer’s instructions and CRISPR/Cas9 

plasmid design and assembly were performed according to the protocol of Ran et al. [174]. 

Macrophage conditioned media

Until recently, immortalised human microglia were unavailable, making them difficult and costly 

to culture from post-mortem tissue. Therefore, we opted to use human monocyte-derived 

macrophages as a comparative myeloid analogue to study the effects of inflammatory factors on 

the SH-SY5Y cells in Paper I. Human monocytes were isolated and purified from peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells (PBMC) of buffy coats obtained from healthy volunteers (Clinical Immunology 

and Transfusion Medicine Department of Karolinska Institute, Sweden). Ethical permission for 

the experiments was obtained from the Regional Ethical Review Board in Stockholm, Sweden 

(approval number: 2013/1458-31/1). In short, isolated monocytes were left unstimulated (M0) or 

stimulated with lipopolysaccharide and interferon-γ (M1: pro-inflammatory) or IL-4, IL-10 and 

TGFβ (M2: anti-inflammatory). The conditioned media (CM) collected from the macrophages was 
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cultured with SH-SY5Y cells to mimic different inflammatory environments. Using this approach, 

we were able to gain insight as to how surrounding inflammatory milieu affects the transfer of oAβ 

without interference of phagocytosis by the macrophages.  

Transgenic mice 

In Paper III, Atg7flox/flox x CamKII-Cre x AppNL-F mice were used, which are referred to as ATG7 

cKO x APP KI in this thesis. Neuron-specific KO of the autophagy-related gene Atg7 was 

generated in AppNL-F knock-in (KI) mice using the Cre-Lox system. Atg7flox/flox mice [175] have 

two loxP sites which compose of short target sequences flanking Atg7. Cre recombinase catalyses 

recombination between the two loxP sites. CamKII-Cre mice [176] express Cre only in the 

excitatory neurons in the forebrain, the neurons canonically associated with the CamKII promotor. 

These mice were then crossed with AppNL-F KI mice [177]. The targeted APP KI construct contains 

humanised APP expressing two pathogenic mutations, KM670/671NL (Swedish) and I716F 

(Iberian). These mice contain an endogenous mouse App promoter, so the construct is expressed 

with appropriate cell-type and temporal specificity. Around six months of age, marked elevation 

of Aβ42 is observed, relating to the combined effects on the APP proteolysis of NL-F mutant APP, 

which increases total Aβ and Aβ42. All animal experiments were carried out according to the 

guidelines of the RIKEN Brain Science Institute. 

CSF 

Paper IV used exosomes isolated from CSF (see the Exosome isolation section below) from 

healthy control and AD patients (characterised by clinical evaluation), to try to identify an early 

biomarker within the CSF itself. CSF samples from patients suffering from normal pressure 

hydrocephalus were used for method development. All fresh-frozen CSF samples were provided 

by the brain bank at Uppsala University, Sweden. None of the healthy control nor the normal 

pressure hydrocephalus patients suffered from dementia or any cognitive deficiency at the time of 

sample collection. All subjects were anonymized, and ethical permits were obtained by the 

upholder of the biobank for biochemical diagnostics of dementia (nr 2005/244 and Ö 48/2005).   

Generation of oligomeric proteins 

Aβ 

Paper I and Paper IV used oligomeric Aβ42, the preparation of which has been well described in 

the Hallbeck lab [24–27,178]. In brief, Aβ42 peptides are dissolved in hexafluoroisopropanol, 

lyophilised, and re-suspended in Na2CO3 with AF700. The sample was then vortexed, sonicated, 

and incubated overnight at 4°C to generate oligomers.  
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α-syn 

Paper II used oligomeric α-syn that was prepared as previously described [51,179,180]. 

Monomeric α-syn was incubated with an excess of 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal (HNE) during the 

formation of oligomers, which was performed by shaking for 7 days at 37°C. HNE is an end 

product of lipid peroxidation, which promotes α-syn oligomerization by inducing β-sheet 

formation and covalently linking monomers. Afterwards, the sample was equilibrated with 

Na2CO3 and incubated with AF700. 

Size exclusion chromatography  

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was used to collect separate fractions of Aβ and α-syn 

aggregates according to their size, as well as to ensure that unbound AF700 and unlabelled Aβ and 

α-syn were removed from the preparation. SEC separates aqueous molecules based on their size 

by processing them through a porous, gel-filtration column. In this system, small molecules enter 

the pores while traversing the column, therefore eluting slower than large molecules, which take a 

direct route through the column. This allows the user to collect different fractions from a solution 

according to their size.  

Exosome isolation 

Ultracentrifugation 

Exosomes isolated from cell culture supernatant (Paper II) or mouse brain tissue (Paper III) were 

isolated by differential ultracentrifugation. In brief, brain tissue was digested in papain and spun 

down at 300x g to remove undigested tissue. The supernatant from the tissue or cells were then 

spun at 2000x g to remove cells and cell debris. The supernatant was subsequently spun at 10 000x 

g and 100 000x g to pellet the exosomes. 

qEV 

To isolate exosomes from CSF in Paper IV, qEV columns were used. qEV columns are 

specifically designed for the isolation of EVs, doing so by SEC in a manner similar to that 

described above in a proprietary resin. Whole CSF is added to the top of the column and collected 

in fractions. The exosome-enriched fractions are pooled together for the downstream applications. 

This method removes a significant proportion of contaminating proteins which is critical in the use 

of exosomes as a potential diagnostic tool to remove any compounding factors. 

Exosome size distribution and concentration 
The size distribution of our exosomes was determined by nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) in 

Paper II and Paper III and tunable resistive pulse sensing (TRSP) in Paper IV. NTA visually 

tracks and analyses particles in solution by relating the rate of Brownian motion of particles in 

solution to particle size. In this process, the particles are visualised by the amount of light that they 
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scatter when illuminated by a laser. The motion of each particle is tracked by a digital camera to 

determine its size, using the Stokes-Einstein equation. TRSP uses a transient current pulse caused 

by a particle traversing a pore that is directly proportional to particle volume. The particles 

measured are compared to a set of calibration particles of a known size.  

Although both the instruments are capable of determining particle concentration, NTA analysis 

was not available in our Core Facility and TRSP is limited to only particles in the size range of the 

pore. To make sure we included all isolated exosomes for quantification, we used the FluoroCet 

quantitation kit to determine exosome concentration in Papers II and III. FluoroCet is a fast and 

sensitive method that uses a fluorescence-based, enzymatic assay that measures 

acetylcholinesterase (AChE), a protein known to be present inside of exosomes.  

Western blot 
Western blot is a widely used technique to measure the relative protein content of a given sample. 

In Paper II, this method was used to determine the effectiveness of the disruption of nSMase2 and 

intracellular α-syn. Papers II, III, and IV used Western blot to characterise our exosome 

isolations, by examining the presence of exosome markers such as Flotillin-1, Alix, CD63, and 

CD81, along with the absence of the cellular marker Calnexin and synaptic vesicle marker 

Synaptophysin. Proteins are lysed in an SDS and DTT-containing solution, denatured, and loaded 

into a gel, where a current is applied to separate them by molecular weight through electrophoresis. 

Once the proteins are sufficiently separated, they are transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane. 

This is followed by detection of the protein of interest with a protein specific antibody, which is 

followed by incubation with a secondary antibody conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (HRP). 

The HRP converts a reporter substrate into a chemiluminescent product which can be visualised 

with a photo imaging system.   

Flow cytometry 
Flow cytometry is based on the light scattering and fluorescence emission of single cells contained 

in moving droplets. Light scattering is directly related to the morphological properties of the cell 

while the fluorescence emission is derived from fluorescence probes and is proportional to the 

amount of fluorescent protein bound to, or expressed by, the cell. In Papers I and II, flow 

cytometry was used to quantify oAβ-AF700 and oα-syn-AF700 uptake in SH-SY5Y cells, but also 

to quantify intercellular transfer (detection of GFP and AF700 double-positive cells), which 

allowed for the fast and reliable quantification of thousands of individual data points. In addition 

to traditional flow cytometry, Paper II utilised fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) to sort 

out potential hits for further screening during the development of the CRISPR/Cas9 cell line. 

FACS is similar to conventional flow cytometry, except when the cell-containing droplets are 

separated, an electric charge is applied to the droplets, allowing individual cells to be sorted by 

charged deflection plates. 
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Semi-quantitative real-time PCR 
Gene analysis by semi-quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) was used in 

Papers I and II. RNA was converted to cDNA through reverse transcription and quantified using 

specific TaqMan probes. In brief, semi-quantitative RT-PCR uses an increase in the intensity of a 

fluorescent signal generated by the breakdown of a probe during amplification of a target sequence 

to detect nucleic acids. The PCR cycle number where the fluorescent signal becomes discernable 

above background noise is called the Ct value. Relative expression of the genes was calculated 

using the comparative ΔΔCt method, which normalises the gene of interest against a reference 

gene.   

Immunoassays 
Papers I and IV utilised the Meso Scale Discovery (MSD) platform to quantify pro-inflammatory 

cytokines and oAβ, respectively. MSD is similar to a sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent 

assay (ELISA), using coated capture antibodies and detection antibodies. The detection antibodies 

are conjugated with an electrochemiluminescent label, called SULFO-TAG, that generates a light 

emission after an electric current is applied to the plate. The light intensity is then measured to 

quantify the analytes in the sample.   

Paper I used a commercially available MSD assay to detect pro-inflammatory cytokines from 

CM. This was a 10-spot multi-array that can distinguish the location of the emitted light of 10

different detection antibodies within the same well. This approach has the advantage of removing

inter-plate variability, as all the analytes are measured within the same well.

A traditional ELISA was not sensitive enough to detect oAβ in exosomes isolated from CSF (data 

not shown). Therefore, Paper IV involved the development of a new assay, which adapted the 

previously established, oAβ-specific antibody mAb158 from an ELISA into the MSD platform. 

Plates were coated with the capture antibody mAb158, which has been shown to be selective for 

Aβ protofibrils over monomers [181], while 82E1 was used for the detection antibody, which 

detects both soluble Aβ as well as fibrils [182]. For detection, the SULFO-TAG was conjugated 

to streptavidin, which binds to biotin. This antibody combination provides specificity and a 

suitable dynamic range for the detection of oAβ.  

nSMase enzymatic activity 
To quantify nSMase enzymatic activity in Paper II, a commercially available kit was used. The 

nSMase assay involves the hydrolysis of sphingomyelin into ceramide and phosphorylcholine, 

which through a series of reactions can be detected with a spectrophotometer. For the purposes of 

Paper II, it is important to consider that this assay detects multiple isoforms of nSMase and is not 

specific for nSMase2.  
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Cell viability assays 
Two methods were used to determine cell viability. Cytotoxicity was determined by the release of 

lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) in Papers I and II. LDH is an enzyme present in the cytosol. When 

the plasma membrane is damaged, LDH is released into the media. This can then be quantified by 

a coupled enzymatic reaction in which LDH is proportionally converted into a red formazan 

product that is measured at a specific wavelength. Paper I also used a cell proliferation kit (XTT) 

to assess cell viability. This assay is based on the ability of viable cells to facilitate the reduction 

of XTT to a formazan product, which is thought to be done by mitochondrial dehydrogenases 

within viable cells. This reaction directly correlates to the number of viable cells within a well and 

can be measured by spectral absorbance. 

Mass spectrometry

Liquid chromatography tandem-mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) is a synergistic technique that 

combines the separating power of liquid chromatography (LC) with the resolution of mass 

spectrometry (MS). Prior to analysis in the instrument, proteins are denatured, reduced, alkylated, 

and subsequently digested with trypsin. The peptides are then lyophilised and reconstituted in an 

acidic solution, which aids in ionisation. The samples are then loaded into a reverse-phase LC 

column, which separates the peptide samples by size and hydrophobicity. The peptides are then 

introduced to the MS system by electrospray ionisation, causing the droplets containing charged 

ions to break apart in the air from solvent evaporation, releasing the charged ions into the 

instrument. For example, the instrument used in Paper I (LTQ Orbitrap Velos Pro) comprises of 

two different ion traps; the linear ion trap and the orbitrap. First, the most intense ions are selected 

for fragmentation by collision-induced dissociation. Next, the fragmented ions enter the orbitrap, 

where their rotation and migration are measured as the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z). Paper I used a 

discovery approach for identification of proteins and samples where they are matched against a 

publicly available protein database. Sphingolipid analysis in Paper II used internal standards 

during the extraction phase to be able to quantify sphingolipids. 
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SUMMARY OF PAPERS 

Paper I 
Anti-inflammatory (M2) macrophage media reduce transmission of oAβ in SH-SY5Y cells 

Neuroinflammation has been recognised as an important component of AD pathology, although 

it is not clear whether inflammation is a cause, contributor, or secondary phenomenon in the 

disease [183,184]. Microglia are known as key players of the innate immune system in the CNS 

and can exhibit both pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory responses, depending on the 

signals they receive. The pro-inflammatory phenotype (M1) is usually associated with the release 

of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-1β, and TNFα, while the anti-inflammatory phenotype 

(M2) is associated with the release of anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-10 and TGFβ [57]. 

Increases in pro-inflammatory cytokines have been detected in AD brains, indicating that 

inflammatory processes are activated in AD patients [185], and it is hypothesised that Aβ elicits 

an initial immune response by activating microglia. These activated microglia then either initiate 

or accelerate AD, leading to the speculation that an anti-inflammatory environment may be 

neuroprotective (Figure 3B).  

In Paper I, we investigated the effects of M1 and M2 CM (derived from macrophages as a 

peripheral analogue to microglia) upon the uptake and transfer of oAβ between neuron-like cells 

in a 3D co-culture cell model (Figure 7). We also investigated how the different inflammatory 

states, with or without oAβ, related to inter- and intracellular protein changes. 

We demonstrated that M2 CM significantly reduced the transmission of oAβ between neuronal 

cells when the media was present during the transfer process (Figure 8A), whereas M0 and M1 

CM had no effect. This was determined by the detection of fluorescently labelled oAβ in GFP-

transfected “recipient” SH-SY5Y cells by flow cytometry. This is in concordance with the 

hypothesis that an anti-inflammatory approach might reduce Aβ accumulation and spreading, and 

could, therefore, be neuroprotective. As we only saw a decrease in transfer when the CM was 

present during the co-culture, we concluded that the mediators needed to be present during the 

transfer process in order to have an inhibitory effect. Contrarily, when we treated the co-culture 

with classical anti-inflammatory cytokines (IL-4, IL-10, and/or IL-13), we saw that the 

combination of anti-inflammatory cytokines increased the rate of transfer (Figure 8B). Aside from 

cytokines, the M2 CM media contains other trophic factors, antioxidants and metabolites that could 

contribute to the observed reduction in oAβ transfer, although this was not further investigated in 

this study.  
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Figure 8. M2 CM reduces the transfer of oAβ. Flow cytometry analysis of (A) transfer of oAβ with post-treatment 

of CM and (B) transfer of oAβ with post-treatment of IL-4, IL-10, and/or IL-13.  

Using a multiplexed MSD assay, cytokines were measured in the (naïve) CM, control co-culture 

supernatant and co-culture supernatant after the addition of oAβ (Figure 9A-D). Surprisingly, we 

determined that there were no changes in cytokine levels in the oAβ treated co-cultures, 

however, the gene expression of many cytokines in the neuronal-like cells were altered from the 

CM, as determined by RT-PCR (Figure 9E-H). For example, IL-1β and IL-10 expression were 

both decreased from the addition of M2 media (Figure 9E and 9H). Conversely, IL-1β and IL-6 

expression were increased as a result of M1 media (Figure 9E and 9G), both of which have 

been shown to be elevated in post-mortem AD tissue [186]. This implies that neurons are able to 

“take on” the phenotype of the local microenvironment, which may induce neuronal factors that 

further influence surrounding cells in a positive mechanism, contributing to neuroinflammation.   

Figure 9. Cytokine profile after treatment with CM and oAβ. (A-D) Quantification of cytokine protein in supernatant 

of CM treatment during co-culture with or without oAβ and (E-H) RNA expression of neuron-like cells. Measurement 

of cytokine concentrations also contains naïve CM concentrations. 
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In order to examine additional changes elicited by the CM and oAβ, we analysed the cell 

preparations with LC-MS/MS. This approach indicated alterations to immune, 

endosomal/lysosomal, protein trafficking and apoptosis systems in response to the CM and oAβ 

treatments. The proteins that were highlighted in Paper I are provided in Table 1. For example, 

SURF4 and SEC61A1, proteins that have been shown to interact with one another and are important 

for endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to Golgi transportation [187], were both absent in M0 oAβ cells, 

but present in M2 oAβ cells. The absence of SURF4 has been shown to contribute to the 

accumulation of misfolded proteins in the ER, leading to persistent ER stress and subsequent cell 

death [188]. AD is also associated with progressive abnormalities of the endosomal-lysosomal 

system and there have been links to vacuolar ATPase deficiencies in early-onset cases [189]. 

ATP6V1H, a component of vacuolar ATPase, was present in M2 oAβ cells while absent in M0 

oAβ cells. However, the involvement of these proteins in altering oAβ transfer was beyond the 

scope of this study. 

Table 1. Proteomic changes due to inflammatory environments and oAβ. 

Gene Name M0 

M0 

oAβ M1 

M1 

oAβ M2 

M2 

oAβ Function 

ATP6V1H - - + + - +
Component of vacuolar ATPase. Necessary for protein sorting, 

receptor-mediated endocytosis and synaptic vesicle proton gradient 

generation. ATPase deficiencies found in early-onset AD [189]. 

BAX - - + - - + An apoptotic activator. BAX is increased in AD brains [190]. 

PDCD6IP - + - + - +
Functions within ESCRT pathway forming intraluminal endosomal 

vesicles. Found to be decreased in AD [191]. 

RAB3GAP2 - + - - + -
Part of Rab3GTPase-activating complex for synaptic vesicle 

exocytosis. Inhibition reduces vesicle frequency [192]. 

SEC61A1 + - + + - + 

A crucial role in the insertion of secretory and membrane 

polypeptides into the endoplasmic reticulum. Silencing can decrease 

calcium leakage from the ER [193]. Calcium irregularities are found 

in AD [194].  

SURF4 + - + + + + 
Membrane protein that interacts with ER-Golgi intermediate 

compartment proteins. Silencing can accumulate misfolded proteins 

in the ER, leading to ER stress and cell death [188].  

STAT1 - - + + - - 
Transcription factor inducing pro-inflammatory and anti-viral genes. 

Upregulated in AD [195]. 

STAT2 - - + + - - 
Transcription factor anti-viral response. Implicated that Aβ insult 

activates SGK1-STAT1/STAT2 signalling to protect cell survival 

[196]. 

STAT3 - - - + - - 
Transcription factor that can suppress pro-inflammatory genes. 

Increased phosphorylation in AD and may mediate Aβ induced cell 

death [186,197]. 

“+” indicates presence of protein in given sample, “-” indicates failure to detect protein in given sample. 

Paper I demonstrated that an anti-inflammatory environment reduced the transfer of oAβ between 

neuron-like cells. This study also demonstrates the complexity of the inflammatory cascade, yet 

provides further support for the anti-inflammatory hypothesis to neuroinflammation and AD, in 

that an anti-inflammatory approach causes reduced oAβ transfer and could, therefore, be 
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neuroprotective and/or slow the progression of AD. However, exactly how this anti-inflammatory 

environment reduces transmission, be it through modulation of the endosomal/lysosomal pathway 

or another, unknown mechanism, needs further investigation. 

Paper II 
Inhibition of nSMase2 reduces the transfer of oα-syn irrespective of hypoxia 

Extracellular vesicles, such as exosomes, have been proposed to play an influential role in the cell 

to cell spread of neurodegenerative diseases, including the intercellular transmission of α-syn [54]. 

However, the regulation of exosome biogenesis and its relation to PD is not well understood. The 

generation of exosomes can occur through the ESCRT-independent pathway in which 

sphingomyelin hydrolysed by nSMase2 to produce ceramide, which causes the membrane of 

endosomal MVBs to bud inwards (Figure 4C) [99]. Transfer of exosomes between cells is an 

important pathway for intercellular communication, whereby exosomes shuttle biomolecular 

contents (miRNA, mRNA, proteins) between cells and might be a prominent method by which oα-

syn is transferred in PD. 

Although it was originally reported nearly half a century ago that sphingomyelin accumulates in 

Lewy bodies [198], little is known about how sphingolipid metabolism relates to the pathogenesis 

of PD. The regulation of ceramide seems to vary depending on the brain region investigated, as 

increased ceramide has been reported in the visual cortex of PD patients [125], while ceramide 

decreases have been described the PD anterior cingulate cortex [120,122]. 

Reduced activity of GCase is reported in PD brains [119,120] and reduced aSMase activity is 

associated with earlier age of PD onset [127]. These observations indicate that there is sphingolipid 

dysregulation in PD (Figure 6B). However, these pathways are linked to the dysregulation of 

lysosomal clearance as both of these enzymes hydrolyse sphingolipids in lysosomes [199]. In the 

plasma membrane, nSMase hydrolyses sphingomyelin, which can lead to the generation of 

exosomes. However, the dysregulation of ceramide production likely affects the exosome 

generation as a whole, which may alter the amount of α-syn transferring between cells. 

Additionally, the lipid rafts of exosomes are highly influenced by the cell’s originating lipid 

composition [128,129], which may affect how α-syn binds to exosomes and their capacity to be 

transferred to other cells.  

Paper II investigated nSMase2 as an important contributing factor toward the progressive 

accumulation of oα-syn. In this work, we investigated the effectiveness of oα-syn transfer between 

neuron-like cells when nSMase2 was inhibited or KO’d, employing our well-established co-

culture cell model to carry out this study (Figure 7). As oxidative stress is a common feature in 

PD brains [200], which is associated with increased α-syn aggregation [201] and influences 

nSMase2 expression [133,135], we also investigated the influence of hypoxia on the sphingolipid 

pathway with regard to promoting α-syn aggregation and transfer.  

First, we examined the effects of inhibition of nSMase2 in the “donor” cells by using genetic 

inhibition (siRNA) or gene KO using CRISPR/Cas9. siRNA-based inhibition of nSMase2 and 
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nSMase2 KO both resulted in significantly reduced total nSMase2 protein levels, as determined 

by immunoblotting (Figure 10A), but only the nSMase2 KO caused a significant reduction in 

nSMase enzymatic activity (Figure 10B). However, this could be related to the assay used in this 

scenario, which can detect other nSMase isoforms. Interestingly, hypoxia significantly reduced 

nSMase2 protein expression, but only when oα-syn was not present (Figure 10A). Most 

importantly, there was a significant reduction in high molecular weight (MW) α-syn (~25-250 

kDa), when nSMase2 was inhibited (Figure 10C), indicating that nSMase2 is either involved in 

promoting the fibrillization of α-syn or preventing its clearance.  

Figure 10. nSMase2 inhibition reduces high MW α-syn and hypoxia shifts lipid composition. Quantification of 

different nSMase2 reducing cell models under hypoxia and normoxia of (A) nSMase2 expression and (B) total nSMase 

enzymatic activity. (C) Quantification of high molecular weight (MW) α-syn (~25-250 kDa) versus (vs) oα-syn 

treatment. (D,E) Lipid extraction and UPLC-MS/MS analysis of (D) sphingomyelin (SM) and (E) ceramide (Cer) 

presented as the mole percentage of all acyl chain lengths. 

We then investigated whether inhibiting nSMase2 affected the lipid composition of sphingolipids 

after the addition of oα-syn in the absence or presence of hypoxia using UPLC-MS/MS. The most 

significant change was due to hypoxia, which induced the shift in acyl chain composition shifting 

towards a larger percentage of long-chained sphingomyelins (C21-C24) at the expense of shorter 

chain length sphingomyelins (C16-C20) (Figure 10D) and ceramide species (Figure 10E). Also, 

during hypoxia, nSMase2 KO, siRNA treatment, and oα-syn treatment each contributed to a shift 

of acyl chain lengths toward shorter chains. It has been shown that ceramide acyl chain 

composition shifts toward shorter acyl chain lengths at the expense of longer chain lengths in PD 
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brains [122] and that ceramide long chains are associated with mitochondrial damage and cell 

death [202]. However, additional research needs to be conducted to further elucidate which 

sphingolipids are dysregulated in PD and how these changes affect α-syn binding.  

Due to the importance of nSMase2 in generating exosomes through the ESCRT-independent 

pathway, we next investigated whether nSMase2 inhibition or KO affected exosome production 

and whether this would affect the transmissibility of oα-syn between neuron-like cells. Exosome 

abundance was determined with the FluoroCet kit, which directly measures the AChE activity 

inside of exosomes. We saw a statistically significant reduction in the number of exosomes in the 

nSMase2 KO and Cambinol (a pharmaceutical inhibitor) treated cells, whereas the siRNA 

treatment also saw a reduction but did not reach statistical significance (p= 0.11) (Figure 11A). 

Hypoxia alone did not affect exosome production but did stimulate exosome production in the 

nSMase2 KO cells back to baseline, perhaps signifying a compensatory, widespread shift of 

exosome producing machinery to the ESCRT-dependent pathway as many ESCRT-dependent 

genes were dysregulated (shown in Paper II). Finally, we co-cultured nSMase2 inhibited (siRNA 

or Cambinol) or nSMase2 KO cells with oα-syn on top of stably expressing GFP recipient cells 

and quantified the degree of oα-syn transfer between the populations using flow cytometry. All 

nSMase2-reducing treatments significantly reduced the transfer of oα-syn, while hypoxia had no 

detectable influence (Figure 11B). A previous study has shown that nSMase2 facilitates the 

intercellular transmission of specific proteins, including the Zika virus, which use exosomes to 

propagate throughout the brain and can be successfully inhibited through the inhibition of 

nSMase2 [203]. It has been suggested that, while other nSMase isoforms play an important role in 

exosome biogenesis, the packing of aggregated proteins into exosomes may be nSMase2 

dependent [140]. There is speculation that oα-syn may be packed into larger microvesicles that are 

not as easily taken up by surrounding cells, as it has been reported that inhibiting nSMase2 

increases the secretion of larger vesicles originating from the plasma membrane [204]. This 

provides strong evidence for the importance of the formation of exosomes by nSMase2 as a critical 

pathway by which oα-syn is propagated between cells. 
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Figure 11. nSMase2 expression is a critical component for the transmission of oα-syn. (A) Exosome abundance, 

as measured by AChE activity, of exosomes isolated from cells treated with oα-syn. (B) Flow cytometry analysis of 

the ratio of transfer of oα-syn after co-culturing. 

In conclusion, Paper II demonstrated that reducing nSMase2 significantly decreases the transfer 

of oα-syn between neuron-like cells and reduces α-syn aggregation, even under hypoxic 

conditions. Inhibiting nSMase2 could be a beneficial strategy for reducing the progression of PD, 

however, the direct mechanism by which this is accomplished requires further investigation. 

Additionally, this study supports the need for a deeper investigation of sphingolipid metabolism in 

PD patients to further elucidate the lipid dysregulation and lipid-protein interactions observed in 

PD. 

Paper III 

Autophagy deficiency in excitatory neurons leads to intracellular Aβ fibrillization, reduction in 

exosome secretion, and decreased extracellular Aβ plaques 

Autophagy controls cellular proteostasis by sequestering and delivering potential toxic protein 

aggregates and impaired organelles to lysosomes for degradation. In dystrophic neurites in the AD 

brain, autophagosomes accumulate, which indicates impaired autophagy [146]. Additionally, both 

the autophagy-inhibitory mTOR signalling and the levels of lysosomal hydrolases are increased in 

AD [147], with the latter possibly reflecting impaired autophagosomal-lysosomal clearance [205]. 

Autophagy also plays a role in Aβ metabolism [148,206,207], where autophagosomes generate 

and contain Aβ [149] and oxidative stress-induced autophagy increases Aβ generation [150].  

The Per Nilsson group has previously demonstrated that in autophagy-deficient APP23 transgenic 

mice, autophagy mediates the secretion of Aβ [208] and that MVBs are involved in Aβ trafficking 

[162]. Paper III sought to further elucidate the role of autophagy in Aβ metabolism in a model 

free from APP overexpression, using a new transgenic mouse model generated by the crossing of 

humanised APP KI mice with CAMKII-ATG7 conditional knockout (cKO) mice. As recent studies 
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have uncovered some of the molecular machinery and regulatory mechanisms shared between 

exosome biogenesis and autophagy [209] (also see Figure 4), we aimed to investigate the interplay 

between autophagy and the secretion of Aβ-containing exosomes using this model.  

We first investigated the effects of Aβ metabolism from the brain sections of ATG7 cKO x APP 

KI and APP KI littermates. First, the cortex and hippocampus of 15-month-old mice were 

immunostained for Aβ. The deletion of autophagy significantly reduced the extracellular Aβ 

deposits in ATG7 cKO x APP KI mice (Figure 12A), which is in accordance with the previously 

obtained data from autophagy-deficient APP23 mice. However, where the extracellular Aβ 

deposits decreased in the ATG7 cKO x APP KI mice, intracellular Aβ42 accumulated in the 

autophagy-deficient neurons (Figure 12B). To further investigate the intracellular Aβ deposition, 

we investigated 24-month-old ATG7 cKO x APP KI CA1 neurons with immunoelectron 

microscopy. Interestingly, immunogold-labelled Aβ detected in the autophagy-deficient neurons 

formed fibril-like structures in the perinuclear region, which was not observed in control APP KI 

mice (Figure 12C). This shows that lack of autophagy leads to intracellular Aβ pathology. 

Memory capacity was also significantly decreased in autophagy-deficient mice, showing that 

functional autophagy is indispensable for memory. 

Figure 12. ATG7 deficiency in APP KI mice reduces extracellular Aβ depositions but induces intracellular Aβ 

accumulation in fibril-like structures. (A,B) Quantification of immunohistochemistry of 15-month-old mice of (A) 

extracellular Aβ plaques in the cortex and hippocampus (B) intracellular Aβ42 in the perinuclear region of the CA1 

pyramidal neurons. (C) Quantification of immunoelectron microscopy analysis of intracellular Aβ deposits in the CA1 

neurons of 24-month-old mice. 

To understand the autophagy-mediated secretory pathway in relation to exosomes, we purified 

exosomes from the cortex and hippocampus of 7-8-month-old mice. Using NTA analysis, the 

purified exosomes showed a mode particle size of 89 nm (shown in Paper III). The exosomes 

were also characterised by immunoblotting, which confirmed the presence of exosomal markers 

CD63 and Flotillin-1, and the absence of cellular and synaptic vesicle markers (Figure 13A). We 

further examined the association between autophagy and exosome biogenesis through the 

detection of LC3 and p62 in exosomes, which showed a significant shift toward LC3-II relative to 
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LC3-I in whole-brain lysate (Figure 13A), which further emphasises that exosomes can be used 

as a vehicle for material disposal from autophagy pathways.  

The abundance of exosomes was determined by AChE activity normalised to the total protein 

content of the isolated exosomes. ATG7 cKO mice had significantly less exosomal abundance in 

the cortex compared to WT mice (Figure 13B), but not in the hippocampus (Figure 13C). 

However, ATG7 cKO x APP KI had significantly fewer exosomes than WT or ATG7 cKO mice in 

the hippocampus (Figure 13C). As exosome abundance can be dysregulated due to autophagy 

deficiency, we next investigated whether exosomal Aβ42 was altered. However, there were no 

significant differences in exosomal Aβ42 in either the cortex or hippocampus of APP KI and ATG7 

cKO x APP KI mice (Figure 13D, E). This may be due to the exosomes generated by non-neuronal 

cell types, whose autophagy has not been disrupted, diluting the total pool of exosomes. It is also 

possible that exosomes secreted through autophagy-independent pathways have also contributed 

and may be compensating in the other models. Interestingly, infusion of neuronal exosomes into 

the brain of APP transgenic mice decreased Aβ generation and deposition, which was not observed 

with glial exosomes [89]. This finding highlights the role of neuronal exosomes in Aβ clearance 

and suggests that diminished secretion of neuronal exosomes may relate to Aβ accumulation and 

ultimately, development of AD pathology. 

Figure 13. Autophagy inhibition impairs exosomal secretion but does not affect exosomal Aβ levels. (A) Immunoblot 

showing presence of exosomal markers Flotillin-1 and CD63, while showing the absence of Calnexin and 

Synaptophysin, demonstrating no cellular or synapse vesicle contamination in the isolation. In addition, exosomes 

also contained autophagy markers LC3-II and p62. BL = Brain Lysate and Exo = exosomes. (B,C) Exosome 

abundance measured by acetylcholinesterase (AChE) activity of exosomes isolated from the (B) cortex or (C) 

hippocampus. * versus WT, # versus ATG7 cKO. (D,E) ELISA quantification of exosomal Aβ42 from the (D) cortex 

or (E) hippocampus. Mice in all experiments were 7-8 months in age.  
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Paper III has highlighted the importance of autophagy in A metabolism. In this model, 

autophagy deficiency induced intracellular Aβ accumulation, leading to Aβ aggregation, while the 

extracellular Aβ plaque load was drastically decreased. Autophagy can also impair exosome 

secretion but was dependent on the region investigated and whether or not APP was overexpressed. 

There were no differences in exosomal Aβ42 in autophagy-deficient mice, but analysis of neuronal 

cell cultures derived from ATG7 cKO mice would clarify whether an autophagy-independent 

secretory pathway(s) of Aβ exists. 

Paper IV 
Exosomal oAβ in CSF as a potential biomarker for AD 

A number of disease-modifying drugs have been developed for AD, but have failed in clinical 

trials due to ineffectiveness and safety concerns [9]. One of the biggest challenges in developing 

effective treatments for AD is the accurate diagnosis of living patients. This leads to difficulty in 

meaningful stratification of treated and placebo patient groups, making interpretation of clinical 

trials uncertain. The current biomarkers for AD diagnosis have a significant error rate [18], where 

a 2015 meta-analysis indicated only 77% effectiveness in diagnostic accuracy in living patients 

[210]. Due to these challenges, there is a great need for accurate biomarkers to aid clinicians in the 

early diagnosis of AD patients. 

Exosomes harbouring neurodegenerative-associated proteins have been detected in blood, CSF, 

and urine of patients with NDs (reviewed in [81]). As the connection between exosomes and the 

spread of neurodegenerative proteins is still relatively new, there remains a diagnostic potential to 

be explored with exosomes. The Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio in CSF is increased in late-onset AD patients 

[170] and our lab recently showed that exosomal oAβ42 is elevated in the AD brain [26]. In

addition, it is speculated that the accumulation of soluble oAβ42 may be an early event in disease

progression. In Paper IV, we isolated exosomes from CSF and aimed to develop a sensitive oAβ42

assay as a potential early and specific biomarker for AD.

We first fully characterised the exosomes isolated from CSF using a SEC-based method, called 

qEV. Exosomes were collected from the column in different fractions and the fractions with the 

greatest abundance exosomes were further characterised. Exosomes were immunoblotted to 

confirm an endosomal origin through the presence of exosomal markers CD81, Flotillin-1, and 

Alix, as well as the absence of the cellular marker Calnexin and the synaptic vesicle marker 

Synaptophysin (Figure 14A). This method also removed the immunoglobulin G (IgG) found in 

total CSF, as well as significantly removed haemoglobin contamination. Furthermore, TEM 

analysis showed a mode vesicle size of 82 nm with classic spherical shapes (Figure 14B), and 

TRSP analysis showed a mode size of 95 nm, corresponding to typical exosome characteristics. 
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Figure 14. Exosomes isolated with qEV give pure and reproducible isolations. (A) Exosomes showed the presence 

of Flotillin-1, Alix, CD81 and the absence of the synaptic vesicle marker Synaptophysin and cellular marker Calnexin. 

IgG was used as a positive control for the CSF sample and an exosome-free sample was used as a negative control. 

(B) Transmission electron microscopy image of isolated exosomes. (C) Total CSF was divided into two or three

aliquots and independently isolated into exosomes (Isolation 1-3) from five individuals (1-5) and quantified by AChE

activity. Exo, exosomes; E.F., exosome-free fraction.

Total CSF was divided into two or three aliquots from five different individuals and exosome 

isolations were repeated on consecutive days to assess the reproducibility of this isolation method. 

Exosome abundance was quantified by measuring the AChE activity and normalising it to total 

exosomal protein. No significant differences in the number of isolated exosomes were observed 

across separate isolations from the same individual (Error! Reference source not found.C). Thus, 

based on exosome abundance, this suggests that the qEV isolation method is a reproducible method 

for the isolation of CSF exosomes. 

Using reliably isolated exosomes from CSF, we first tried to detect oAβ42 using the mAb158 

ELISA assay [26,181], however, this assay was not sensitive enough for our application (data not 

shown). Therefore, we elected to adapt the ELISA assay onto the MSD platform. The protofibril-

specific oAβ42 antibody mAb158 and the Aβ N-terminal specific mAb 82E1 were used as capture 

and detection antibodies, respectively. This combination resulted in a limit of detection (LOD) and 

limit of quantification (LOQ) of 4.65 pg/mL, and a coefficient of variance of 14.3. Exosomes 

isolated from cohort 1 had readily detectable oAβ42, while cohort 2 was undetectable or fell below 

the LOQ (Table 2). We also observed a ten-fold decrease in total exosomal protein compared to 

samples isolated from cohort 1. This suggests that regardless of volume input, approximately 20 

µg of total exosome protein is required to reliably detect oAβ with this platform. 
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Table 2. Detection of oAβ in exosomes isolated from two different cohorts of CSF collection. 

*Denotes an estimate of oAβ42 concentration, as samples were under LOQ of the assay. exo, exosomes; MMSE,

Mini-Mental State Exam; ND, not detected; NPH, normal pressure hydrocephalus.

Paper IV demonstrated a reproducible isolation method of exosomes from CSF and characterised 

them according to size, structure, and exosome-related markers. Exosomal oAβ42 was measured 

using an ELISA to MSD conversion, however, for this technique to be used as a standardised 

method in the clinic, further optimising the assay’s sensitivity is needed. Additional consideration 

should also be taken to assess the specificity of the assay towards oligomers and against different 

Aβ species. 

Cohort Gender Age Diagnosis 
MMSE 

score 
µl CSF 

µg exo 

protein 

pg/mL 

oAβ 

oAβ/ exo 

protein 

1 Female 52 NPH 2000 25.07 37.78 1.51 

1 Female 78 NPH 2000 26.59 138.13 5.19 

1 Male 72 NPH 2000 29.57 32.43 1.1 

1 Male 82 NPH 2000 40.01 15.2 0.38 

2 Female 86 Healthy 29 740 3.75 0.57* 0.15* 

2 Female 85 Healthy 29 1000 4.09 ND 

2 Female 82 Healthy 30 850 4.2 1.43* 0.34* 

2 Female 78 Healthy 29 320 3.95 ND 

2 Male 45 AD 21 180 3.25 0.57* 0.18* 

2 Female 77 AD 26 380 3.55 ND 

2 Male 59 AD 18 820 3.49 ND 

2 Female 69 AD 13 320 3 ND 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

AD and PD are the two most prevalent NDs, yet we still do not understand the etiopathogenesis 

of these diseases and there are no effective disease-modifying treatments. With the rates of these 

diseases increasing every year as the global population ages, it is of utmost importance to 

understand the mechanisms behind disease propagation in order to be able to develop effective 

treatments.  

Evidence suggests that oAβ and oα-syn are key contributors in the progression of AD and PD, 

respectively, and it is the progressive accumulation of these proteins that leads to a gradual spread 

of pathology. However, the mechanisms by which these proteins spread is still largely unknown. 

Neuroinflammation is a common characteristic in NDs. However, it is still highly debated whether 

inflammation is the cause, contributor, or a secondary phenomenon to NDs. Paper I demonstrated 

that an anti-inflammatory environment reduces the transfer of oAβ between neuronal-like cells, 

providing further support that an anti-inflammatory approach may be neuroprotective and/or slow 

the progression of AD. Many proteins involved in endosomal and lysosomal pathways were altered 

in response to the different inflammatory environments, which should be further investigated to 

determine their roles in oAβ transfer. In addition, selective immunodepletion of the anti-

inflammatory CM would provide insight into which cytokines or chemokines may be important in 

regulating oAβ transfer.  

The role of exosomes in spreading neurodegenerative proteins is becoming increasingly 

understood. The neurodegenerative proteins involved in many NDs have been found in the CSF 

and blood of patients, and these protein harbouring exosomes have been shown to be transferable 

between cells in vitro and in vivo. However, the significance of exosomes to the progression of 

AD and PD is still a matter of debate.  

Defects in sphingolipid metabolism have been linked to numerous NDs. Reduced activity of 

GCase and aSMase have provided insight into the lysosomal dysfunction found in PD patients, 

however, the association between sphingolipid composition and exosomal production in PD was 

poorly understood. Paper II demonstrated that reducing exosomes through the inhibition or KO 

of nSMase2 significantly decreased the transfer of oα-syn between neuron-like cells and reduced 

α-syn aggregation, even under hypoxic conditions. Inhibiting nSMase2 could be a beneficial 

strategy for reducing the progression of PD, however, the mechanism in which this is accomplished 

is not known. As there are discrepancies of sphingolipid dysregulation in PD brains, this study also 

provides support for deeper investigation of sphingolipids. This could also provide further insight 

into critical lipid-protein interactions that may be driving PD pathology.  

It has been shown that autophagy plays an important role in regulating extracellular Aβ 

homeostasis. The interaction between autophagy and MVBs and their collective role in the release 

of Aβ via exosomes (especially under impaired autophagy) is not known. Paper III has 

emphasised the importance of autophagy in A metabolism. Autophagy-deficient mice displayed 

increased intracellular Aβ accumulation leading to Aβ fibrillization, while the extracellular Aβ 

plaque load was decreased. Autophagy inhibition also impaired exosome secretion but did not 
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affect exosomal Aβ levels. Changes to neuronal Aβ exosomes may still be altered by the 

extracellular shuttling of MVB contents and may significantly alter the EV biochemical profile, 

which may lead to toxic effects in neighbouring cells. The analysis of neuronal cell cultures derived 

from autophagy-deficient mice would clarify whether autophagy inhibition affects the secretory 

pathway of Aβ that may be occluded from other cell types in the brain. 

Due to the need for early and reliable diagnostics for AD, Paper IV aimed to develop a new 

diagnostic assay as a possible early detection method. This work verified a reproducible method 

for isolating exosomes from CSF and was able to detect exosomal oAβ42 in a portion of the 

patient samples. However, for it to be used in a clinical setting, further optimisation of the 

assay’s sensitivity is required. In addition, the specificity of the assay towards oligomers and 

other Aβ species needs to be assessed. Using exosomes as a diagnostic tool has also opened up 

multiple avenues for diagnostic research, from the several bodily sources and seemingly limitless 

content within them. However, with improvements to our assay, we are optimistic about the 

diagnostic potential of exosomal oAβ42. 

In summary, the studies presented in this thesis have contributed to the understanding of multiple 

systems that are dysregulated in AD and PD. These studies have also helped to identify new 

therapeutic avenues to be explored for delaying the progression of AD and PD and potential 

biomarkers for these diseases. 
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